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Outline of talk
• Motivation – accelerator quality
• Analysis of CORC and Twist Stack Cable 
Magnetization
• Comparison of Data and Theory
• Application to accelerators
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Motivation--Field Error in Accelerator Magnets
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Fig. 4. Non-linear elects in the normal relative sextupole during the current 
ramp-up in the second cycle. 
A Zlobin, “15 T dipole 
design concept, 
magnetic design and 
quench protection”, 
Presentation at the US 
MDP workshop Jan 
2017
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Cos theta 
YBCO CORC Canted 
cos coil (Wang, LBNL 
2018 MDP)
Magnetization 
related b3
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What does the 
magnetization of HTS, 
esp YBCO, look like?
For flat strands with B  tape
1. For B perpendicular, B >> Bp
Δ𝑀 = 𝑎𝐽𝑐
slabs
2. For B perpendicular, B << Bp
𝑀 = −∞
3. For B perpendicular, B  Bp
a is half 
width
As the width 
becomes infinite
Summary of Loss expressions will appear 
in next edition handbook
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What does the magnetization of HTS, esp
YBCO, look like – injection region?
4. For B perpendicular, if we want M=f(H)
a is half width of tape
Ha is applied field
Hc = Jc/, where J is sheet current A/m
Jcs = usual Jc*t
H0 = Hmax
M is moment per unit length
M=m/Lta
M =M/L=Jcta
2=Jcsa
2
Ha << Hc
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But What about Cables?
• A lot more Difficult for CORC and Twist 
stack!
(helical, super high aspect ratio, node-
hogging, multiple tape, tape-tape 
interaction, several loss components)
• Even Roebel has its complications!
• But, let us begin
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Unravelling the CORC (and Twist Stack) Cable I
• Magnetization for coated conductor tapes is known
• A direct, analytic calculation for the loss of a CORC cable or a twist stack had not 
been performed, except at at Lp, where 
• 𝑀ℎ𝑒𝑙 =
2
𝜋
𝑀𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑒 for an individual tape in a CORC or twist stack cable
• For all samples not in this limit (most samples), the magnetization is lower, but 
not known. 
• The helical or twist geometry is a problem, as are the multiple layers of tape
• FEM approaches to the full problem are also not yet demonstrated because of 
large computational effort
• Desired is a simple expression to give the magnetization of CORC and twist stack 
cables
• Below we tackle this problem by first ignoring coupling and eddy currents, these 
can be added later
• We also simplify the problem to one tape in a helical or twisted geometry
• The individual tape response can be summed to give the cable response well 
above penetration field
• Magnetization at low fields (e.g. penetration fields) can be calculated later by 
computing the interactions among these layers 
• Coupling current can be added back in later
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Consider one tape of a CORC conductor – a 
helical wrap
This computation can be performed, but is 
quite demanding in terms of computation time
∆𝑀𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑒 = 𝐽𝑐𝑎 = 10
10
0.001
2
=
5𝑥106𝐴
𝑚
= 6.25 𝑇
𝑀ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑥 =
2
𝜋
𝑀0
1
2
= 1.59 𝑥 106
𝐴
𝑚
= 2 𝑇
5000 kA/m
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Magnetization of a helical Tape or 
CORC cable in Saturation
BB
We might then imagine that that loss could be calculated by the simple expedient of
integrating the average of Eq (5) over a spatial field cycle, such that
𝑄 =
2𝜇0𝐽𝑐𝑤𝐻0
 𝐿𝑝 2
 0
𝜋
𝑠𝑖𝑛
2𝜋𝑧
𝐿𝑝
𝑑𝑧 =
2𝜇0𝐽𝑐𝑤𝐻0
 𝐿𝑝 2
𝐿𝑝
2𝜋
2 =
2
𝜋
2𝜇0𝐽𝑐𝑤𝐻0 =
𝟐
𝝅
𝑸𝟎
𝑄0=2𝜇0𝐻0𝐽𝑐𝑤
In general, in full 
penetration, 
(here w is the half 
width)
Carr, AC Loss and Macroscopic 
Theory of SC, p 189, 2nd Ed
This leads to M = (2/)M0. Is this true?  Yes if Lp >> w, but in general, not……
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Let us consider the general case --
Magnetization of a helical Tape or CORC cable 
in Saturation II
y, cable
z, strand
By,tape
z,tape
Point #1 – the applied 
field is spatially 
inhomogeneous as well as 
time varying
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Magnetization of a helical Tape or CORC 
cable in Saturation III
By,tape
z,tape
2. In general, currents in the presence of 
spatially inhomogeneous fields not a solved 
problem
By,tape
z,tape
But spatially uniform field 
applied to a finite length sample 
is a solved problem
∆𝑀 = 𝐽𝑐𝑦𝑚 1 −
2𝑦𝑚
3𝐿
∆𝑀 = 𝐽𝑐
𝐿
2
1 −
2𝑦𝑚
3𝐿
L/2 > Zm
L/2 < Zm
3. The current flow is also spatially varying, 
leads to “end effects!”
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Magnetization of a helical Tape or CORC 
cable in Saturation IV
By,tape
z,tape
If we consider the field penetration layer by 
layer in a concentric shell configuration
We get the same current paths 
as the short sample in uniform 
field The local magnetization is 
changed, since M = 
<B>/0-<H> and <H> is 
lower
(M is reduced)
But, much more relevant for transforming back to the 
external field coordinates, the moment is the same as 
that of the finite sample in homogenous field (the 
demag leads to a lower local M)
If B >> Bp, 
in this case, B (at Lp/2-w/2) > Jcw/2
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Magnetization of a helical Tape or CORC 
cable in Saturation V
We can then use the moment of 
the short finite length 
calculation, breaking the twist or 
helix into a series of short 
samples
∆𝑀 = ∆𝑀0
2
𝜋
1 −
2𝑦𝑚
3𝐿
= ∆𝑀0
2
𝜋
1 −
𝑤
3
𝐿𝑝
2
= ∆𝑀0
2
𝜋
1 −
2𝑤
3𝐿𝑝
Integrating around the helix and accounting in this case 
for the component of the moment along the z-axis, for a 
twisted tape we get  
For the helix it will 
be the same, but with 
Leff in place of Lp
Twisted Tape: If Lp > 20/3 w (2.7 cm for 4 mm wide tape), Mtwisted
(2/)Mtape with err < 10%
Helical/CORC Tape: Example 1: CORC Cable with Lh = 34 mm, 
OD = 4.76 mm, and Lpeff =37 mm gives Mhelical 0.85(2/)Mtape
Example 2: CORC wire with Lh10 mm, OD = 3 mm, Lpeff = 13.7 
mm, Mhelical 0.80(2/)Mtape
𝐿𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿ℎ
2 + 𝜋𝐷ℎ
2
Analytic 
Result!
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Parallel FEM Approach – Again Unravelling the 
CORC (and Twist Stack) Cable
We consider first one tape from a CORC or a twist stack cable
Untwist the twisted superconducting cable into the mathematical model flat 
superconducting tape. (b) Unwind a single CORC tape into the flat superconducting 
tape. (c) Flat superconducting strip.
𝐿𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿ℎ
2 + 𝜋𝐷ℎ
2
For a simple twisted Conductor, 
the twist pitch is straightforward, 
while for the helical wrap, 
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𝑀 = ⁡(  
V
appliedlocal HdVH
V
1 ) 
𝐻𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 = 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 sin⁡(𝜔𝑡)  
𝑯𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒆𝒅 = 𝑯𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝝎𝒕 𝐬𝐢𝐧 
𝟐𝛑𝐳
𝐋𝐩
   
For a spatially uniform field
For a spatially varying field
• The expressions for M are the same,
• Only the applied field is different.
• Since M=B/-H, the magnetization is the
same except at very low fields
We then use Finite Element methods to calculate 
the Magnetization of a slab in a spatially 
inhomogeneous and time changing field
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Simulations I
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Simulations II –Electric field
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Then magnetic moments are re-assembled 
to generate the magnetization
Contributes only 
component in x 
direction
Fully Contributes 
since in x direction
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Comparison of FEM and analytic results
• Dashed line gives infinite 
pitch
• Shorter Lpeff/w ratios give 
lower mag
• Agreement between FEM 
and analytic OK with 
Analytic 1
• Agreement even better 
when WF included –
Analytic 2
∆𝑀 = ∆𝑀0
2
𝜋
1 −
2𝑦𝑚
3𝐿
= ∆𝑀0
2
𝜋
1 −
𝑤
3
𝐿𝑝
2
= ∆𝑀0
2
𝜋
1 −
2𝑤
3𝐿𝑝
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Infinite Pitch 
Analytical 2 
𝑊𝐹 =
𝐿𝑝
𝜋𝑤
co s
𝜋𝐿𝑝
4
1 −
𝑤
𝐿𝑝
Analytic 1
Analytic 2
∆M = ∆𝑀0
𝐿𝑝
𝜋𝑤
co s
𝜋𝐿𝑝
4
1 −
𝑤
𝐿𝑝
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Estimations for LBNL CORC samples
CORC A: 16-tape wire, wire OD 3.21 mm (including the heat shrink 
tubing), Ic = 4 kA at 4.2 K, self-field 
For Tape A: Ic = 262 A per tape (0.04 mm thick, 2 mm wide, gives Je = 
262/.08 mm2 = 3275 A/mm2 = 3.27 x 109 A/m2)
Magnetization Tape A: M=Jca/2=3.27 x 10
9 A/m2 * 10-3 m = 3270 kA/m
Magnetization CORC A: M=(2/)Mtape*0.38*0.8= 633 kA/m [cable volume 
normalized]
Magnetization CORC A: M=(2/)Mtape*0.8= 1670 kA/m [strand volume 
normalized]
Penetration field CORC A: Bp= µ0Jc,dt wall=1.25x10
-6x3.27x109
A/m2x3.79 x 10-4m=1.55 T
If this had been a single tape 
Above Bp, but see below!
Note factor of 10 X difference in penetration fields of tapes and cables!
This difference is right in regime of injection field
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Compare to experiment: CORC Cable 
from LBNL – used canted cos dipole
Normalized to tape volume, 4 K result (C. Kovacs)
Measurements new OSU 3 T dipole, see 1 MPo=-2C-05
w t I M (A/mm) M (A/m) M (kA/m)
Dimensions CORC tape 2 0.045 250 2777.778 2777778 2777.778
Effects from strand-
strand interaction?
633 kA/m [cable norm]
Value 700-800 kA/m?
1670 kA/m [strand norm]
Value 2000 kA/m?
Closer to 0.6-.7 T
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CORC Magnetization Near Injection
Very generally, the CORC can be 
treated as a simple tape of 
effective width 
weff = (2/)(fill factor)(1-w/3Lp)
Bp 2Bp
If Bmin = 0
𝑀 = 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 1 −
𝐵
𝐵𝑝
=
2
𝜋
𝐽𝑐𝑎
2
𝐹𝐹 1 −
𝑤
3𝐿𝑝,𝑒𝑓𝑓
1 −
𝐵
𝐵𝑝
If Bmin  0 𝑀 = 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 1 −
𝐵 − 𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐵𝑝
=
2
𝜋
𝐽𝑐𝑎
2
𝐹𝐹 1 −
𝑤
3𝐿𝑝,𝑒𝑓𝑓
1 −
𝐵 − 𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐵𝑝
In full penetration
𝑀 = 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
2
𝜋
𝐽𝑐𝑎
2
𝐹𝐹 1 −
𝑤
3𝐿𝑝,𝑒𝑓𝑓
What happens to M is we don’t start with 
a ZFC condition, or a full M-H sweep 
condition – e.g., a typical accelerator 
cycle?
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CORC Magnetization near Injection –
influence of pre-cycle
See 1MPo-2C-03 Cory Myers
Paper new OSU hall probe 
magnetometer system
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Application to field error in accelerators
• Results not yet been put into field error calculations for magnets, will be 
magnet geometry dependent
• Nevertheless, some value for simply imagined “replacing” a NbTi or 
Nb3Sn winding 
• Taking the LHC as a reference, b3 3, Mh,cable,1.9K,0.54T = 10.3 kA/m 
• Nb3Sn deff 10 X that of NbTi, b3 10 X higher  30-40 units. 
• For HTS cable, Minj  600-900 kA/m, suggesting b3 values around 
300 units for a direct replacement (the current density at collision is 
roughly similar for these cables at their point of operation, so no 
correction is added for that). 
• This is a very simple and rough estimate, and assumes no changes in the 
magnet to minimize these effects. As such, it is merely a starting point 
of data for inclusion in magnet design. 
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Summary
• M-H of CORC and twist stack in full penetration calculated by 
Analytic and FEM methods
• For long Lp, Mcorc = Mtwst = (2/)Mtape
• In general
• Expressions for CORC Magnetization at arbitrary fields near 
injection have been developed as part of LBNL-OSU 
collaboration (X. Wang) YBCO data for error estimations
• Comparison to measurements made directly on CORC cable 
(from LBNL-ACT) give reasonable agreement, work remains
• “Direct replacement” leads to high b3, but just starting point
∆𝑀 = ∆𝑀0
2
𝜋
1 −
2𝑤
3𝐿𝑝
This CF 0.8
∆M = ∆𝑀0
𝐿𝑝
𝜋𝑤
co s
𝜋𝐿𝑝
4
1 −
𝑤
𝐿𝑝
𝑀 =
2
𝜋
𝐽𝑐𝑎
2
𝐹𝐹 1 −
𝑤
3𝐿𝑝,𝑒𝑓𝑓
1 −
𝐵 − 𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐵𝑝
